advantages

A program consisting of culture-based language instruction and complementary literary courses. Overall class sizes are small and personal, with plenty of individual contact with instructors.

- Three years of language instruction
- Minor in Ukrainian language, literature, and culture
- Numerous opportunities and funding for study abroad and continuing language studies
- Internships in Ukraine

For more information, please visit www.lsa.umich.edu/slavic
The second largest country in Europe, Ukraine has a rich history and turbulent present. The program in Ukrainian language, literature and culture offers students a unique opportunity to actively engage in conversation, develop reading and writing skills, and study relevant literature and culture. Here are some highlights of the program:

- Ukrainian cinema and contemporary animation
- readings from Ukrainian literature
- humor and food
- pysanka workshop (traditional Easter egg painting)

Courses offered:

First through third year language courses (advanced study also available)

- Ukrainian Culture (SLAVIC 290, UKR 470)
- Ukrainian Film (SLAVIC 313)
- Ukrainian Literature (SLAVIC 290)